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Introduction

The Miles Davis phenomenon has always left critics, fans, and scholars
motivated to explain what he is all about. Some say he is about music and jazz. Others

claim that he is a reflection of Afro-America and his life reflects a social context.

Actually, Davis existed on many different levels: an influential person in African
American culture, an innovative artist and unique personality, a mentor, and a
representative for his race. Davis was bom in1926 in a time of transition in American

History. His family reared him during the prosperous twenties, the years of the Great
Depression, and the period of World War

II.

This time period helps explain Davis, his

character, and contributions. Davis shaped music, his audience, his friends, his race and

the world throughout his life. Jazzfans and jazzhistorians agree that Davis was one

of

the most influential jazz musicians.t His collaborative efforts with the best jazz
musicians allowed him to be at the forefront of modern j azzfrom 1946'1991. However,
among the choices of the tremendous bop musicians such as Charlie Parker, Dizzy

Gillespie, and Thelonius Monk and later artists such as John Coltrane, Herbie Hancock,
and Chick Corea, few jazzhistorians or jazz.fans would cite Davis as being the leading

example of modern j azz.Davis,however, deserves the recognition of being the most

innovative and influential leader in this modem jazzera. His power to influence others,
and his talent, can only be

fully grasped by examining his background and personality,

the social and historical context of his career, and his life as an African American.2
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Miles Davis: His Background, Social Context, and Place in History
The time period in which Davis grew up had an impact on his perceptions and
attitudes that became an integral part of his personality. He was bom in a time of crisis
and social discontent. His background in the swing era of World War

II

had familiarized

him with the progressions and sound of big bands.3 St. Louis was at the heart of the area
that fostered early jqzz in the American South.
On May 26,1926 an event took place that changed America forever: Miles

Dewey Davis III was born in Alton, Illinois. His father, Miles Dewey Davis II, was a
dentist and oral surgeon as well as a prosperous landowner. His father and mother were
not the typical black family. Most black families were not this wealthy and supportive

of

their children's talents. How many black families of that era owned a 300-acre estate with
horses to ride, a cook, and a maid? How many black children received an allowance

when they went away to school, if they were fortunate enough to pursue a higher
education at all? Davis was most certainly born with a "silver spoon" in his mouth. His
father was fortunate as well. Miles Davis II and his siblings avoided high schoola but
received a college education. Miles II received three degrees from three separate
colleges.s His wife whom he married, Cleota Henry Davis, was a glamorous and stylish

woman,6 who was talented and could play the violin and the piano. Cleota supported the

NAACP and even had

a relativeT

who was their organization's secretary. Davis' father was

a strong man with a different political outlook than his wife.8 He preferred Marcus

Garvey's approach better.e

Miles II was a pillar of the community that expected discipline from his family.
Unfortunately, he also had a bad temper. All this seemed to have a big effect on his son

Miles III.I0 His father did not spank him when he caused trouble. Instead, the elder
Miles expressed his anger verbally or, even more effectively, non-verbally through facial
expressions or other forms of body language. Davis'motherrl, Miles

III recalls, would

J

"whip the sh-t out of me at the drop of

a

hat.

She was into whipping me so much that one

time, when she couldn't do it because she was sick or something, she told my father to do

it."

Davis recalls that his father never had the heart to beat him, and instead took Miles

III into

a separate room and had

him screzlm to convince his mother the father had done

his job.12 Davis'family, because his parents had different outlooks and stances politically,

fought constantly. His father's gambling and absence from the house created tension with
his mother as well. Davis admits that he blamed his mother for most of the marital

problems. This most likely had an impact on Davis'perception of women.l3
Davis began his musical joumey as a trumpet player with Elwood Buchananra as
his instructor at the Crispus Attucks School in East St. Louis in 1937.ls He continued his

training at Lincoln Jr. High School, and on his thirteenth birthday, Davis received his
own trumpet.16 By the time Davis graduated from Lincoln High School in1943, he had
performed in the school's concert and marching band and received first place awards as a
member of the band groups that competed in the Illinois State High School Music

Association Contests. Elwood Buchanan also encouraged the young Davis to try out for
Eddie Randall's Blue Devils. While in this group, Tim Bradshaw offered Davis a job in
his band to go on tour. Davis, with great disappointment, tumed Bradshaw down because
his mother would not let him play out of town until he had finished schoo1.17
The next year, Davis visited the Riviera Club on Delmar at Taylor Avenue. This
was where he met Charlie

"Bird" Parker, andDizzy Gillespie. This club frequently

featured other big names in the music business, like Duke Ellington, Count Basie, and

Billy Eckstine.

Parker and Gillespie asked Davis to sit in for a sick trumpet player. Davis

became intrigued, and soon after this encounter, went to New York, under the pretext

of

studying music at the Julliard School of Music; He wanted to search for the great Parker
and Gillespie.rs

In New York, however, Davis encountered a culture in transition. World War II
was essentially over in 1945, and the Cold War was just beginning. By the 1950s,

)

f
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televisions were in many Americans homes, so information and images were spreading

faster. Many successful families were moving to the suburbs and buying various
appliances being marketed to this new generation in America. Unfortunately, African
Americans were left out of this prosperity, due to a persistence of racial oppression. Most

African Americans lived beneath the poverty level, and they were unhappy with their
status in America as a marginalizedrace. They couldn't access all the goods, services,
and jobs that Anglo-Americans could, due to Jim Crow laws, poverty, and racial

prejudice. The Supreme Court

case

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka of 1954 was

one example of this growing sense of unrest in this African American community.
Progress was slow. Martin Luther King, Jr. and other Afiican Americans emerged to lead

the Civil Rights movement by the mid-I950s,

"

ard this attitude of activism was apparent

in the black culture ofNew York, when Davis began his musical journey with Parker and
Gillespie.
When Davis found Parker and Gillespie, they mentored him as a young player in
the style

of "bop."

As a participant in this bop culture, Davis was also exposed to the

drug scene.'o A few years later, after growing tired of the bop style championed by
Parker and Gillespie, Davis created a nonet, a group of nine musicians, who worked
together from 1948-1950 to create his first solo project, Birth of the Cool.

ln l949,when

he went to Paris, Davis discovered what it was like to be treated as

an equal human being. There he met Julliette Greco, a singer, and

fell in love. In those

moments, he recalled later, he had a greater passion for romance than he did for music.
When he retumed to America, he became depressed as he experienced the overwhelming

American reality of racism, and the dissatisfaction with his relationship with Irene Birth,2r
steered him towards heroin.22 He continued his struggle with heroin

until 1954 when he

grew tired of the degrading life of an addict. That year Davis made a big come back
personally and musically with albums such as Walkin'and Bag's Groove. He also

introduced tothe jazzworld his famous sound created with a stem-less Harmon mute: a
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metallic and haunting sound vibrating a smoother and darker feel.23 The Harmon mute
helped him to create a sound that represented his feelings ofanger and sadness through
his trumpet. This was especially helpful in expressing his frustration with discrimination
and segregation.za

The reality for Davis and other African Americans was that racial segregation had
persisted since the origins of America, and one of the few opportunities that seemed to
exist for African Americans that the white establishment accepted was entertainment.25

This can be seen through movies, television shows, radio shows, and records: Louis
Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and others were undoubtedly a part of the entertainment
industry well before the time of Davis. The music world provided African Americans

with

a voice that

could freely express their roots without negative consequence.26 Events

in the 1960s created the climate for change. The Vietnam War weakened America and
captivated its people to protest social inadequacies. The protesting intensified from all
races and genders and gave way to the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 1968.

These changes experienced in the 1950s-70s can be seen in music, especially

iqrz.

The development from bop to fusion highlights the new progressive attitude. The
aggressive and apparently angry style of bop can be paralleled with the anger of African

Americans. The voice Davis presents in bop suggests the oppressed emotions within the
black culture of America." The African and Latin influences in jazzwere the product

of

an effort by musicians to integrate their roots into their music. This was especially true

in

the case of Gillespie. Davis' Sketches of Spoin also seems to accomplish this end.

Although he was never apartof the Spanish culture, Davis seemed to capture the essence
of this style of music as if he had been reared within it.28 The free jaz.z.phenomenon
explored total freedom. One could exist without the restrictions of key signature2e and a

fixed time, rhythm, or tempo: this meant total musical freedom .30 Free jazz of Omette
Coleman and John Coltrane, as well as Miles Davis' 1960s groups, gave some African
Americans a taste of freedom that society couldn't provide'

6

Davis was not Martin Luther King, Jr., but at times he expressed the frustrations
and perspectives of his people. His opinions were not shared by all, such as his vulgar
statements about white people3' and religion.32 Davis made one crucial statement during
an interview with Alex Haley in1962. He talked about how he had friends of all colors,

but the people he did not like were the "prejudiced white people." According to Davis,
the white audience expected the black entertainer to be bowing, smiling, and acting like

clowns. In answer to a common white racist question, "Would you want your sister to
marry a Negro?" he responded, "The Negro is always to blame if some white woman
wants him. But it's alright that ever since slavery, white men been having Negro

women." He told Haley that white people really don't know what "Negroes feel like."
The lack of African Americans in the media and television, he said, upset them because

black actors were not given equal opportunity to those jobs. Another point he made was
"there was no upset about them restaurants not serving Negroes, until it was an African
they tumed away. You think every Negro in the country don't see what it says? It says
that we been here 400 years, but it wasn't no mess until they put out an African that flew
over here on a jet."33 The interview, being its first, represented a new era for Playboy.lt
was also significant because Davis'candid and controversial statements about racial

discrimination and oppression represented the frustrations of African Americans. The
editor's preface to this intervieula explains the situation in the context of the time period:

racial integration was a new concept not well received by those who favored segregation.
The preface also explained the significance of this article: the popular media usually
avoided publishing the anger and frustration of black people wfiil Playboy daredto break
that mold. The article was so controversial that for several years thereafter, Playboy
dared not identifu its interviewer." Some of the points he made were eye opening for

naive white Americans. He gave a situation to illustrate the double standard of racism,
a

white man robs a bank, it's just a man [that] robbed a bank. But if

a

Negro or Puerto

Rican does it, it's them awful Negroes or Puerto Ricans."36 Davis also noted how Jim

"If
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Crow laws angered blacks. He added that he would not play anywhere that supported
that kind of activity or mindset.3T
There are other interviews where Davis spoke his mind on racial matters. During
one of Davis' conversations, Davis observed that talk shows did not know how to treat

black people and their body language" because of their lack of exposure to this culture.
He told one interviewer, "Dick Cavett and Johnny Carson don't know what to say to
anybody black unless there's some black bitch on the show and she's all over them."3e He
also made a similar statement, "It's so awkward for them [talk show/late night hosts]
because they

[only] know all the white facial expressions."ao Davis' outspoken nature, his

contributions, and his place in history reflected his unique identity as an African
American and a musician in a troubled world.
Davis was also troubled in his personal

life. He married Francis

Mabry,a2 and Cicely Tysona3 and had several girlfriends and

Taylorar, Betty

flings during his life span.

He had children, Cheryl Davis, Erin Davis, Gregory, and Miles IV, with his various

wives and girlfriends. Davis, later in his career, suffered from sickle cell anemia and had
to battle diabetes, pneumonia, strokes, and hip joint troubles. He also fought pain
resulting from an automobile accident where he fractured both of his legs in 1972.44 He
died at St. John's Hospital and Health Center in Santa Monica, Califomia, in 1991, at age
65, from pneumonia, stroke, and respiratory failure.as

The Miles Davis' Personality: A Look into the Person of Miles Davis

Davis'background is the context for understanding the nature of his personality.
Others perceived Davis, on the surface, as a flamboyant and mysterious artist with trendy

clothes, fast luxurious czrs, and an exotic living environment. They also recognized his
curt and offensive attitude in his speech. His pre-fusion image of turning his back on his
audiences, not acknowledging applause, and focusing only on his music remains

vivid in
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the minds of those who experienced Davis first hand.au Dizzy Gillespie, however,
assessed Davis as a tough talker whose music revealed his true self to be a shy, gentle,

and loving persona.o'The sound of his voice became another notable characteristic.

In

1956, Davis had an operation that removed a non-cancerous growth from his larynx, and

the doctor told him to not yell or raise his voice. Unfortunately for Davis, he became

tonidly enraged over a proposed record deal that he damaged his voice permanently.as
This event motivated Davis to avoid interaction with his audience. His voice problems
seemed to re-inforce his shy and mysterious behavior. Davis argued he spoke

with his

music instead: "Look, man, all I am is a trumpet player. I can only do one thing-play my

hom...I ain't no entertainer, and ain't trying to be one. I am one thing,

a

musician. Most

of what's said about me is lies in the first place. Everything I do, I got a reason."

ae

Davis'opinions about music stemmed from his highly discerning ear.'o For
tinterviews and
example, his Down Beaf
"blindfold tests"s2 reveal his opinions when

it

comes to music. The "blind fold tests" are simply Down Beat intewiews with an

interviewer, which would play music for a featured musician and ask for hisArer reaction.
In his interviews, Davis does not hold back his opinions even for his friends. The
consequences of Davis' criticism can be seen in the November 30, 1955 Down Beat,

"Open letter to Miles Dovis," where Charles Mingus responds to Davis' interview in the
November 2,1955 edition entitled, "Miles: A trumpeter in the midst of a big comeback
makes a very frank oppraisal of today's jazz scene

."

Davis stated that he "didn't like Max

Roach-Clifford Brown's current group...they can go on stage by themselves." About
Charlie Mingus and Teo Macero's writing for small groups, Davis says, "some of them
are like tired modem pictures. Some of them are depressing. And Mingus can write
better than

that. 'The Mingus Fingers'he did for Linonel Hampton is one of the best big

band records

I ever heard, but he won't wdte like...that number anymore...he's using the

wrong instrumentations...I heard one of Teo's works at Newport, but I don't remember it.
And if I didn't remember it, I didn't like it."53 Mingus was obviously offended by Davis'
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attacks on his friends and colleagues.t* Although Davis criticized people musically, he

still respected musicians who were his friends. Miles Davis' autobiography is filled with
positive comments about all the people he worked with. Davis reflected, "When you
work with great musicians, they are always apart of you-people like Max Roach, Sonny
Rollins, John Coltrane, Bird, Diz, Jack DeJonette, Philly Joe. The ones that are dead I
miss a lot, especially as I grow older: Monk, Mingus, Freddie Webster, and Fat Girl [Fats

Navarro]."
Davis was also preoccupied with fitness. Davis felt a black man had to be able to
defend himself at any time in

America." He also found fitness helped condition his

lungs, which strengthened him as a musician. With this endurance gained from exercise,
he could hold a particular posture, maintain what he considered a proper playing

equilibrium, and have enough air to express himself better musically.56
As a source of inspiration, Davis sought out influences in the arts. Davis was not
only an influential jazz musician, but also an artist. His paintings were well known in the
art world and sought after by galleries and art patrons, more from Davis'reputation for

quality work than his fame as a musician. Davis began his visual artin1982 when a
stroke partially parulyzedhis right hand and his doctor suggested that he draw to regain

the strength in his motor skills. Much like his ideas about music, Davis had ideas for
sketches in his head for years. His roots, boyhood, and imagination came out in these

drawings. Soon the drawings became paintings, and Davis painted like he played his

trumpet. As we come to be aware of Davis'talent, Davis' image conforms to more than
just

a musician or a painter,

but a creative force.

sT

Nerlino58 has said Davis also liked to

watch dance productions. In fact, his first wife, Frances Taylor, was a dancer in the
Katherine Dunham company.tn His wife Cicely Tyson60 was an actor, and his wife Betty
Mabry,6r along with his Parisian lover, Julliette Greco, were singers.u2 These women
undeniably had influenced Davis with their perspectives and preferences in the arts.

l0

Many people admire Davis for his contributions to art and music, but some

citicize him also. This is often the case with big celebrities in the "spot light." One of
the most criticized aspects of Davis was his mistreatment of women. Eric Nisenson was
both his biographer and a close friend of his for a few years. He explains that "women

found [Davis] fascinating, charismatic, witty, and intelligent" as well as "unpredictable."
He says that Davis grew frustrated with women because he could not understand them.
To the women, he was a sweet and gentle man until he was somehow angered or
frustrated.63 Davis would later admit that he would "get mad and hit them [women].

"u4

Davis first started this behavior when he recalled fighting with his wife, Frances: "that
was the first time I had hit her-though it wouldn't be the

last. Every time I hit her, I felt

bad because a lot of it really was not her fault but had to do with me being tempermental
and

jealous. I mean, I never thought I was jealous until I met Frances."65 He recalled a

similar incident with Cicely Tyson,
One time we argued about one friend in particular, and I just slapped the sh-t out of her. She
called the cops and went down into the basement and was hiding there. When the police came,
they asked me where she was. I said, 'she's around here someplace. Look down in the basement.'
The cop looked in the basement and came back and said,'Miles, nobody's down there but a
woman, and she won't talk to me. She won't say nothing.' So I said, 'That's her, and she's doing
the greatest acting job ever.' Then the cop said he understood-she didn't look like she was hurt or

nothing. I said, 'Well, she ain't hurt bad; I just slapped her once.'66

His boxing training at this point did not help matters much. When he was frustrated
and/or under the influence of drugs like cocaine, he slapped women and verbally rebuked
them, but at other times, his assaults became more serious. Eric Nisenson recalled an

incident that resulted from Davis'cocaine-filled retirement years, "He [Davis] had broken
Daisy's67

jaw, he [Davis] explained, and she was hospitalized...It was obvious that Miles

felt bad about this incident."68 Although he seemed to feel remorse for his actions, the
problems were never solved until much later in his life.6e From the evidence that can be
seen in his background,

with his parents fighting and his mother beating him, his family

gave him a somewhat turbulent family model. The strength and boldness of his mother

ll

and the power and

wit of his father can both be arguably

seen

in Davis. Psychologists

have cited Locke in terms of a person being a product of hisArer environment.T0 This is

evident in both Davis the creative force and Davis the person.

Davis'early and later career held big struggles. At first, boredom and depression
led to drugs like cocaine and heroin. Then, much later, he started to wear down

physically. Despite his gains in health from constant exercising, Davis still suffered
greatly from the effects of sickle-cell anemia.7l His heavy tobacco, drinking, and cocaine
use progressed further in the early 1970s because of increasing

pain. He, with the help of

people such people as Cicely Tyson,72 overcame the obstacles and was able to return to

music scene and give his fans more music.73

Miles Davis: His Innovations in Jazz
The changes in the social world that were evident in New York in 1945 were also
a dynamic setting for

Davis'musical innovations. At the close of World War II, many

industries were affected by the economic recession. One such industry that flourished
during the war was the "swing" or "big band" industry. Its impact on the social life of the

early 1940s is well engraved in the hard evidence of records, posters, photographs,
newspapers, and other such mediums. In other words, swing became an important part

of

mainstream popular culture during the war. People needed a way to release anxiety,
dance, and remind themselves of home and swing music provided that

opportunity.' The

big bands were large and employed many musicians and other people who helped move
their show from city to city. At the close of World War II, swing was no longer needed
or desired in America, perhaps because people wanted to leave the war behind in their
past.

Swing was a style of jazzmusic that followed a certain rhythm formula that a
person could dance or sing

to. It had a melody that people could hum after the show that

t2

made it ubiquitous. Some great black musicians became tired of the swing and New

Orleans styles they had developed decades earlier. It ceased to be something new, fresh,
and black and

it became something redundant, copied, and anglicized. Some musicians

stepped forward and presented a new option: "bebop" or

"bop." This new trend spread

through New York, Chicago and on down the Mississippi River to cities such as St. Louis
and New Orleans. The fathers of this new revolution of modern jazz, Charlie

"Bird"

Parker andDizzy Gillespie, began a counter-revolution which would come to form the
"modem jazz era." Davis began his joumey in changing the jazz history forever by

taking part in the "bop" movement. By leaming what he could from Parker and
Gillespie, as well as other musicians, he became schooled in this new style and was given
the opportunity to grow in his own direction. After four years of playing with Parker and
other musicians, he had the knowledge and training to not only lead his own band, but
also to write and play with

it

as well.Ta His experience

with Parker in this band helped

him to develop as a unique musician and form a new direction for jazzto grow. His
expansion into new jazz styles makes Davis the most influential j azzmusician of the
latter half of the twentieth century.

Already a successful bop player in 1948, Davis forged a new direction atypical

of

bop or swing. His 1950 Birth of the Cool withCapital RecordsTs is a virtual tour guide to
modem jazz. Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker were the fathers of modern jazzwho
force fed bebop to a swing-dominated world. Ironically, their agitated style of flurry,
leaps, and endless streams of largely unmelodic music soon became as redundant to

Davis, as swing had to them a decade earlier. Davis was more melodic, tone-based, and

innovative concerning tonality and technical development, and he favored a smoother
improvisational style.76 He chose to work with players who represented his vision. These
musicians included white saxophonists such as Gerry Mulligan and Lee Konitz who, in

turn, were influenced by saxophonist Lester Young of the Count Basie big band. Young's
style reflected Davis'mentality, which focused on simple ideas, melodies, and a smooth

l3

tone, unequalled during the swing era. Not surprisingly, Davis chose sax players who
were influenced by Lester Young rather than the audacious playing style of Parker's

disciples."
The style of the Davis'nonet made its way through the jazz scene from many

whom had contact with them. They began to start a large movement, especially on the
West Coast, that created a new direction for jazz,and jazz,trumpeters." By forming the
group and rehearsing with them, Davis not only laid down a template for other musicians

to follow, but he became the leading figure to look to for new jazz trends. Before the
release of the Birth of the Cool, people were already starting to play the new "cool" jazz

music, which some musicians apparently leaked through the complex intertwining

network of contacts inthe jazzworld. In addition, prior to the release of the "cool"
album, Duke Ellington, the leader in swing and composition of big band music, sent one

of his messengers to draft Davis into his orchestra. Although flattered and honored, Davis
knew that the big band idiom would hamper his ability to be creative and innovative, and
thus he declined the offer.Te Davis was more interested in doing something unique. This
is why he originally came to New York from St. Louis, to play in Parker's band.

Moreover, Davis, motivated to have his own voice in jazz, had further reason to make

Birth of the Cool: to explore an avenue distinct from Parker, Gillespie, and Ellington.
Musicians who wanted to tread new ground often chose to follow the direction Davis'
trumpet was pointing. The revolution, however, was far from over.

lnl952,Horace Silver, a piano player, combined bop, gospel, rhythm-and-blues
(R&B),80 and blues influences, forming a style which would later be known as "hard

bop."', Hard bop featured more melodic improvisation than bop, more drum activity,
darker, rougher, and heavier tone, and a start-and-stop feeling that caught listeners

a

off

guard. Hard bop's driving swing rhythm and increased piano voicings and rhythms also
opened up new musical possibilities." Two years after its birth, Horace Silver and

Art

Blakey played this style together in different venues. ln1954, this style was forced
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further intothe jazzscene by trumpeter Clifford Brown (1930- 1956) with Max Roach on
drums and sidemanS' Sonny Rollins.'u Davis had worked with Rollins and Roach since
his bop days and periodically recorded with them.ss Silver, by contrast, collaborated with
Davis much later beginning, in 1954.86 Davis then had experimented with hard bop by
choosing to collaborate with Silver, Coltrane, and other hard bop performers. Clifford

Brown, a bop musician of the Gillespie and Fats Navarro tradition, had died, thereby
leaving a one-year gap and the question of who would carry the torch he sparked.

In 1955, Davis overcame his heroin addiction and picked up the slack left by
Clifford Brown's death: He created the legendary Miles Davis Quintet. The Quintet
featured talents like John Coltrane (one of hard bop's leading saxophonists and father

figure), and a drummer named Philly Joe Jones, who played hard bop rhythm. Davis
added an interesting, softer contrast to Coltrane's hard-driving intensity in his hard bop-

likerecordingsWorkin'(1955), Steamin' (1956), Relaxin' (1956), andCookin'(1956).'
For Davis and other modemjazzmusicians, hard bop was also a logical progression from

cool and be-bop, because the blues, R&B, gospel, and rock-and-roll styles were
beginning to seep into the mainstream at this time. Hard bop, therefote,was jazzmusic's
answer for increased emotional intensity.s8 Davis, in other words, already having
become a legend, was again the carrier of new musical blood in the form of hard bop.

In 1959, only four years after the hard bop revolution, Davis began to progress
from hard bop to what was later called "modal jazz)' Modal jazz,like all the other
subcategories

of jazz.,can

be sometimes be hard to distinguish from the hard bop

of

previous years, because "modal jazz" derived from hard bop and the music scene of that

time. Modal jazz, a mellower "cool" jaz.z., andhard bop, evolved from the traditional style
of Charlie Parker. Musicians of this caliber are never satisfied when continually
performing the same style of music; therefore, their musical craft is always in flux and
ever evolving. These subcategories of modem jazz serve only as markers for clarification

to those who want to understand the complex evolution of this music.*'
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Modal jazz is very similar to hard bop except for the fact that it explores modes

originally used by medieval Catholic monks in Europe several hundred years earlier
during the medieval period, as well as exotic scaleseo from India and the Middle East.
The use of modes ranged from ionian, dorian, phrigian, mixolidian, aeolean, lydian, and

locrian as well as exotic scales like the Spanish or Hungarian. They added new flavors
and opened the door to greater musical possibilities.'t Kind of Blue gave musicians a

template in which to deal with modes. This album had hard bop influences of Coltrane
(tenor sax), Cannonball Adderly (alto sax), and Jimmy Cobb (drums). Critics and jazz
fans alike consider this a big landmark album in jazz,due to its impact.e2 What was

remarkable about the Kind of Blue session was that it was recorded with no rehearsinge3.
Tapes were left to record, un-intemrpted, what was played on the first take and the results

were simply edited to create smooth transitions between tracks. This recording feat is
remarkable, in terms of the caliber of musicianship, especially when compared with the
music of other genres.e'This modal jazz,like previous modem jazz sryles, pushed Davis

further into the realm of legend.
Due to its loose nature, modal jazz eliminated more boundaries and created
opportunities to expand the outer limits of Westem based music: It evolved quickly into
avant-garde or "free

jazz."

Free jazz was very

atonal. In other words, it was not

necessarily based around one particular key, note, or structure. It was, as the name

implied, totally free. This musical anarchy represented the dissatisfaction with the
framework of society and expressed a need for freedom from social constraints during the
late 1950s and to the early 1960s. Since jazz and other musical genres always had some
base or structure, this "free" music was not

well embraced by the public as a whole. The

man held responsible for this movement was saxophonist Omette Coleman.

In 1960,

Coleman released Free Jazz.n5 It was quite a shock to the jaz.z. musicians who were used

to playing within a set structure. It was also shocking to the listener, especially those
who did not listen to jazz. It sometimes sounded like the musician just picked up hisArer
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instrument the day before he played it, a musician doing some warm up exercises, or a
musician just playing around. Free jazz largely relied on raw emotions, grooves, sounds,
and rhythms. Often times

it

was

just

a big

jam session that could go anywhere.

Typically, the first player starts off with something and the other musicians respond in
some way to the idea presented. This open style can have as

liule structure

as one needed

for expression; moreover, different musicians could interpret it in different ways.
Davis' response to free jazz was important by this time, because the jazz world
was accustomed to following Davis' driving force in terms of stylistic directions. In 1963,
He put together a band that had the most open and elastic approach to loose and free
music, but still maintained structure. The group consisted of keyboardist Herbie
Hancock, saxophonist Wayne Shorter, bassist Ron Carter, and drummer Tony Williams.'u
The rhythm section operated more as a single uniteT creating new possibilities for jazzthat
paralleled what Coleman was doing with his groups and those of his extreme "free jazz"

followers. Davis'group created loose tempos, elastic meters, dramatic dynamics, ranging
from unbearably loud to complete silence, and used various piano rhythms and chord
patterns. The release of My Funny Valentine in 1964 illustrated this approach and
became another important landmark of this group.

ln

1967, one of modal jazz and hard

bop's leading advocates, John Coltrane, died due to his overwhelming drug addiction.

e8

This tragedy shifted the full attention of the jazzaudience even more to Davis.ee His
release of Sorcerer (1967) further demonstrated the group's innovation and incredible

dynamics and freedom.'* Davis, by responding to Ornette Coleman's complete lack

of

structure with examples of looser structures, not only provided a model for musicians
desiring some structure, but saved jqzz. from losing its audience because people wanted
music, like rock, that would satisfy their cravings as listeners.r0r Most people wanted to
connect with more simple and melodic folk-oriented music.ro2

With Davis covering the modern jatr spestm from one extreme to the ot}er,
there could be only one direction to go: incorporating mainstream rock with modem jazz,
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forming " jazz-fision." " Jazz-ftJsion" or "fusion" was just as it sounded;
with rock. Davis really thonght jazzwas in

a

a

molding of jazz

rut, so it was his duty to revitalize the old

blood and traditionof jazzwith the new excitement and energy of rock music.'o' In
addition, Davis wanted to reach the young people listening to this genre.rq In 1968, he
stated that he listened to Jimi Hendrix, James Brown, and Sly Stone to name just a few
trfusion.rr
his inspirations for

of

r.s

The musicians with whom Davis recorded fusion tracks were from a bigger pool

of fresh and innovative musicians than in previous years. For example, he worked with

Bill

Evans, Branford Marsalis, John Scofield, John

Mclaughlin, Joe Zawinttl, and Keith

Jarett, to name a few."u He chose different combinations of people to reach a desired

affect or end result during a recording session.roT As always, Davis did not like a lot

of

rehearsal because he wanted to insure the freshness of the recordings. It took a highly

developed musician to keep up with the shifting and elusive modifications, minute-byminute, with liule or no rehearsal. Guitarist John Mclaughlin, for example, described

this in his comment publishedinGuitar World about the recording of the landmark jazzfusion recording, Bitches Brew:
[Mclaughlin was amazed at] how quickly Miles was moving away from the classic conceptions

of the quintet and acoustic j azz. He knew where he wanted it to go-without knowing how to get
there. So he was following his instincts minute by minute. You felt like you were caught in a
hurricane, watching him: He was looking for a good groove, wide open with great dynamics.
He'd give you these very obscure instructions, hke aZen Master. I think he was basically trying
to get us away from playing clichds, and he could pull stuffout of musicians they weren't even
aware they had inside.los

Davis embarked on technological explorations that reflected his stylistic changes.
He experimented with electronic instruments and effects,like echo and the famous

Hendrix wah-wah sound on albums like the 1970 Bitches Brew, which gave jazza
psychedelic rock sound.'o' This opened up new possibilities in expression with
dynamics, emotions, intensity, and sound quality. Another source of the dynamics on

this recording were the intense interpersonal relationships Davis formed in the studio.
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Ted Macero seemed to almost intentionally spite Davis during Bitches Brew. These two
strong-minded individuals argued about the firing of Ted Macero's secretary.rr0 Davis
insisted that Macero comply with his wishes of firing the secretary. Macero, stubbomly,
resisted and went so far as to tell Davis,'take you [Davis] and your f---ing trumpet and

your f--ing trumpet, and your f--ing musicians, and get outa here!"" Davis, fortunately
did not walk out of the studio, but went to the recording booth and began recording one
of his most emotionally intense recordings ever. The album is over ninety-three minutes
long, is very abstract, chromatic, and often has a powerful rock beat. The overly
generous amount of individual solo time was abandoned, but the main focus became

Davis interacting with his orchestra.rt2
Fusion was the last great innovation Davis would have for years, due to the
factors of age and illness. He did leave one possible direction for jazz-fusion to go before
he died

in 1991, and that was the idea of combinrng jazz.with the dance rhythms of hip

hop and the lyrical accents of rap music on his last recording Doo-Bop. Today, this

tradition can be seen in the current music scene in the 1990s with rap artists "The Fugees"
album The Score, which features on one track a trumpet lick that has a Davis feel.

With the fashioning of bop, cool jazz,, hard bop, modal jazz, andthe presentation
of a more structured alternative to "free" music, and jazz-rock fusion, Davis became a
leader, legend, creator, and chief innovator in modern jazz, molding what we perceive
today as contemporary jazz.. Davis once said, "If I want something, it just seems to

happen.""' It happened because he was the most influential jazz musician by the
overwhelming evidence found in his innovative recordings, his performances, and his
affect on his fellow jazzmusicians,rla and his impact on his diverse audience that ranged

from poor to rich and black to white.
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Miles Dovis: Reviews and Critique

Perhaps even more interesting than Davis' stylistic innovations were the reactions

of his critics and audience. These reactions were evident in the reviews of his work.

Davis'early career, up to Bitches Brew, had most critics and his audience praising him for
his excellence and innovations. Down Beot, aprestigious jazzpeiodical, was generally
consistent with what most critics were saying at the time Davis'music debuted. When
the early Davis albums were released, the critics, for the most part, were pleased with the

results. Davis' Collector's ltems (1956) received a four-and-half-star rating (on

a scale

of

five-stars) from Down Beat. Other albums he released the same year, such as Blue Moods
(five-stars) , All-Stor Quintet/Sexfe/ (four-stars), Musings of Miles (five-stars), and Miles

Davis: The New Miles Davis Quintet(forx-stars) were just

as

well received by Down

Beat.lts Cookin'with the Miles Davis Quintet,'Round About Midnight,

and

Miles Ahead,

all released in 1957,received a five-star Down Beat ratingthat year.rru The release

of

Milestones and Relmin'(both 1958) were received by Down Beat withfour-star
ratings.rlT The modal jazz.of 1959, represented by Kind of Blue, was well received in a
concert review and received a five-star rating in the October 1,1959 Down Beat. Davis'

Workin'received five stars on Down Beat, March 17, 1960. Overall, the early Davis was
exceptionally well received. His albums from 1960 up to Bitches Brew also earned
similar ratings.
Bitches Brew was awarded five-starsby Down Beat andbecame the most
successful jazzrecord of all

time. Many hard core fans, however, felt let down. His

image was concrete and sacrosanct for those fans. They and many admiring critics were
not open to a drastic change in Davis'music. They resented him for using sound effects
and the latest technology. They wanted to hold on to the classical and sophisticated

Davis image. The informal and bluned reality of a psychedelic sound tainted that image.
This group of fans idealized the old school of jazz. They froze modem jazz, in time like
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many had done to swing for several years. They wanted jazzto remain as it was, and

their ideal was becoming more standard and classical in nature'r18
Davis, however, did not want to retire from music yet, and he continued his search

for a change and new directions for jazz. Although he was considered part of the jazz
genre, he began to consider himself as more of a trumpet player and a musician for whom

labels and categories would not

fit.

He observed in a 1962 Playboy interview, "That's

what I hate about critics-how that always are comparing artists...always writing that one's
better than another one. ..And

if

will knock the artist. That bugs

some critics just don't happen to like a man's style, they
the hell out of musicians. It's made some damn near mad

enough to want to hang up their horns."lre This attitude is prevalent today with bands that
create a sound that combines two or more musical styles. In the world of musical reality,

all distinctions can and will be bluned by daring individuals who use music as a tool for
expression of ideas. Davis was a pioneer who not only influenced jazz, but other musical
genres and musicians. His ideas can be applied to any type of music and that is why he
has such a big fan base.

Another source of criticism focused on Davis'background. He came from a wellto-do family. The opportunities he had been given through the wealth of his father was,
obviously, uncorlmon for African Americans at that time. This may have made critics

like Crouch think that Davis was not

as

valid as an artist because they must have thought

that he, in order to have validity as a social commentator of African American life, had to

live as a pauper in the ghetto.r2o Crouch obviously feels that Davis' "street comer"
opinions were out of place. It is true that Davis did not go from "rags to riches," but that
does not detract from his art or music. A parallel of Crouch's clear attitude about the

African American culture can be seen in the image of the modem rap persona, which set
black musicians in a ghetto context, but Davis never claimed to be from the ghetto. He
did have the perspective of what it is like to be broke and live in despair because he was a
heroin addict who became so desperate that he robbed his friends for drugs. Davis

2t

recalled an incident in 1950 when Clark Terr)'let him stay in his apartment as he was
going through heroin withdrawals, "L..took everything I could get my hands on to

corry.'ttzt Racial prejudice, segregation, and experiencing police harassment and brutality
have limited

Davis. Therefore, he had the right, just

as all Americans have the right,

to

speak his mind on such issues.

Stanley Crouch and other critics brought this up in their articles describing Davis,
but they also include other criticisms as well. For example, Crouch said that he is "the
most remarkable licker of moneyed boots in the music business, willing now to pimp

himself as he once pimped women [for his heroin addiction in the early 50s]."r22
Crouch's criticisms of Davis' fusion and beyond albumsl23 are also his focus. For
example, Crouch said,"In a Silent Way, in 1969,Iong, maudlin, boasting, Davis'sound

mostly lost among electronic instruments, was no more than droning wallpaper music.l24"
Crouch also accuses Davis of "selling out." This is a frequent accusation against

African Americans in the entertainment business. Davis'fusion period is indeed
controversial. He did, in fact, use elements of the mainstream pop audience including
Motown and the music of Jimi Hendrix. Why did he do this? Was it to get more money
and album sales as critics like Stanley Crouch claim? Davis has stated otherwise. He

claims that he wanted to reach as many people as he could through his music. Columbia

provided the marketing opportunity to do what he loved, and he was paid well for

it. He

never believed in categories for music. He never wanted to be limited. The goal for him
was freedom of expression, both musically and as an American.'2t He used his success to
his advantage and pushed his views. For example, he always spoke out against racism:

"all Negroes want is to be free...in this country just like anyone else."r26 His success was
for himself as well, and he had a reason or idea behind everything. His central idea
behind You're [Jnder Arrest (1985) was a protest against police harassment and prejudice.
He also explained that his use of other peoples' songs was so Warner Brothers could not

control the publishing rights to his songs.r2'
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It is also notable that Crouch

uses evidence of Davis'past

to criticize his fusion

music. This is the same Davis of the past who made all those great albums; the ones that
Crouch praised. Events that happenedbefore and during his most critically acclaimed
period that cast a negative light on the character of Davis should be understood within the
context of that past. Personal examples that reflect Davis' character in his later years

would have seemed a more relevant choice because they reflect the changes in his music
and approach.

Davis' "selling out," in other words, is only an opinion that Crouch and other
critics built around weak arguments about his music. It is obvious that Crouch was
biased before he had listened to Davis'new music. He praised the Davis of old and
condemned the newer

Davis. His strong and biased language was evident when

he

commented on his "amplification" where he stated that Davis' "sound [is] so decadent that

it can no longer disguise the shriveling of its maker's soul.r"" This clearly was not an
objective voice to adequately judge his music. People who form an image of a musician
or entertainer during a certain stage or development in his/her career often feel that image

will always be characteristic of that entertainer.
Stanley Crouch's assertion that Davis contradicts himself is somewhat true. His
outspoken view on racism helped his race, but his quotes about white people at times
produced the opposite effect. Sometimes his comments had violent overtones within
them, as mentioned before, while others had him praising white musicians. It is to his
credit that he had white friends and hired white people in his various bands.r2e Davis
helped to provide an environment where music was the focus and the race of the
musicians was not an issue. Davis' environment of racial equality reflected his attitude

how society should be.

of
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The Jazz, Community: The Perspective of Miles Davis,

his Collaborators, and his Sidemen

While the perspective of critics and jazzfans is necessary for understanding the
dimensions of Davis, understanding the jaz.zcommunity is also essential. Davis, ever
since he started playing gigs in St. Louis, was part of a network of musicians who worked

together to further themselves and their art. There was an attitude of cooperation and

collaborationwhere jazzmusicians would share their ideas and mentor young players by
giving them an opportunity to grow. Davis was given many breaks early in his career,
and he was generous with his knowledge as well. Davis took under his wing legendary

artists such as Tony Williams, John Coltrane, Herbie Hancock, Chick Chorea, John

Scofield, Sonny Rollins, Cannonball Adderly, Wayne Shorter, and John Mclaughlin.t30
Those people, in tum, influenced the musicians who later emerged to carry the jazztorch.

Davis leamed how to be a bandleader and was schooledin jazz during his tenure with
Parker.r3l When Parker became too intoxicated to lead the band, Davis would step in and
take care of things.r32 Davis had a natural talent for putting the right people together to

work on a musical idea.r33 His approach in his early career had been to be on stage when
he needed to be and leave when he did not have to be there. The latter part of his career

took on a whole different style that had his group worked together as a unit, and they
created a

living composition that sometimes was written moment-by-moment. In other

words, he would suggest some ideas and let those ideas compose themselves by playing
them out with his group in their entirety.l3a In a sense, Davis was giving his musicians
the room and freedom to develop individual voices to stretch out as far as they could go.

As Coltrane said for Down Beat in 1960, "Miles'music gave me plenty of freedom.

"r35

Chick Corea had this to say about Davis'group: "He was a spawning ground-a meeting
place for great musicians. He also inspired the best within you. Spiritually, he helped me
put my own stamp on myself. It was freedom of expression. Miles'approach just
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brought out my desire for musical freedom. He did

it. He lived it."136 Davis observed of

his groups, "I have always felt that what the group does together is what makes music
happen."l37 He also challenged his young players and got them to play things they did not

know.r38 Spontaneity and improvisation make great musicians greater by these
spontaneous circumstances."' In addition, musicians with a "give-and-take

[relationship]" formed more than just a bond based on monetary and professional gain.lao

It was typical for jazz musicians to play six nights

a week

in either nightclubs or

concerts,ral and club operators and owners often hassled musicians; they treated them like

"drunkards" and did what they could to make more money.ta2 Most jazz musicians liked
clubs because of their personal nature, the unity they inspired in audiences and
musicians,la3 and their creative potential, due to the ambiance.'o' Their jazzaudiences

were mixed races and ages, but the bulk of them were younger black males.rat These
demographics also added a spirit of

unity. Jazzprovided

a sense of freedom or utopia

wherein both the listener and the musician could be free to be themselves and explore

their full potential. This environment was important for a culture that segregated people
for their color. African Americans, who were sometimes treated lower than animals and
desperately needed an escape from racist constraints, felt like human beings playing jazz.

Conclusion

Davis was more than just a famous musician or African American who lived

during the latter part of the 20'h Century. He was a greatman in history who influenced,
and still does, both music and people of all races and ages. Davis made his mark in

society by his larger-than-life character and his mystique that challenged people and
society to grow. He was more than just a trendsetter. Davis was a creative force that
gave all he had to his audience and musicians. As an innovator of original jazz styles,

paintings, or personal image, Davis led his generation several times throughout his career
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Although a great man, his attraction to drugs weighed heavy in the way of personal flaws
such as mistreatment of women, unfulfilled his duties to his family, and

vulgarity. Davis,

by creating a microenvironment of freedom and equality, however, served as an outlet for
many musicians and listeners to flourish.
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'o'Our folk music, or music of the people, was becoming "pop," "top-40," or rock music. During World
War II, it was swing. Jazzmoved away from a folk music and progressed more into an art form until Miles
Davis began his fusion projects.
ro3
Davis, 289.
rMlbid., see text attached to photograph 90.
roslbid.,
see text attached to photograph 79-81.
Don
Crowson,
'Still Miles Ahead: A Tribute to Miles Davis," 29 November 1996.
'*
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to'lbid.,312.
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Tom Moon, "Bitches Back," Guitar World, December 1998,69.
Davis, 323.
'r0 Miles Davis didn't appeax to like Macero's secretary.
rrr Ian
Carr, Miles Davis (New York: William Morrow and Co., Inc., 1982), 184.
r@
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Carr, 185.

rr3

Niesenson,234-5.
rra
Whether it was through the style, sounds, and rhythms of music or Davis'personality, he impacted
countless numbers of musicians. He not only influenced his fellow collaborators and sidemen, but also
other musicians of his era and the future. For more in depth information, Mark C. Gridley, Jazz Styles:
History and Analysis
rrs
Jack Tracy, ed., DownBeat Jazz Record Reviews(Chicago: Maher Publications, lnc., 1957 , v. I ), 6 I -3.
r16
Jack Tracy, ed., DownBeatJazz Record Reviews(Chicago: Maher Publications, Inc., 1958, v.2), 50-53.
Gold, ed., Down Beat Jazz Record Reviews(Chicago: Maher Publications, Inc., 1959, v.3),52.
"'Don
r18
Davis, 394.
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Haley,

10.

r20

This can be seen in Crouch's statements in his articles.
r2rDavis, 136-7.
r22

Stanley Crouch, "Play the Right Thing: Miles Davis, the Most Brilliant Sellout in the History of Jazz,"

The New Republic, F ebnary 12, 1990, 30.
'23

This time span started primarily with Bitches Brew and continued ontill Doo-Bop.

t24Ibid.

Robert Walser, ed., Keeping Time: Readings in Jazz Histoly (New York: Oxford University Press,
1999),365-72.

'25
t26

Haley,6.

t27

Davis,36l-2.

Note: wanted to control what, when, and how his material was published.
r28
Crouch, 30.
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This began with his hiring of his nonet for Birth of the Cool
'30 Robert Palmer, "Miles Davis, 1926-1991," RollingSlone, November 14, 1991,41.
'3' Bill Cole, Miles Dovis: A Musical Biograp&y (New York: William Morrow and Co., lnc.,1974),52-3.
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Palmer, 45.
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Bob Beldon and John Ephland, "Miles...'What Was That Note?' For The Record, Former Friends and
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Jim Merod, "Intellectual Collaboration in the Age of Technological Overdetermination: Miles Davis and
John Coltrane," Boundary 2, Spring 1997,96.
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'42 Pat Harris, "Nothing But Bop," Bill Kirchner, ed. A Miles Dovis Reader. Washington: Smithsonian
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Nat Hentoff,"A Jaz.z Summit Meeting," Robert Walser, ed., Keeping In Time: Readings in Jazz History
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